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Abstract 
 
Title:  Development of doping and its prohibition in modern Olympism. 
 
Objectives: The main goal of the thesis is to present issues of doping. Partial goal             
is to outline the development of the modern Olympic Movement             
and to identify the principal points in the development of doping             
ban, which resulted in the current form of the anti-doping movement. 
 
Methods:  This is a theoretical thesis. The scientific methods of historical research 
and document analysis were used to achieve the targets. 
 
Results: New substances and methods, that can improve athletic performance,                
are constantly discovered. However in case of excessive use, these 
substances can harm human body. Therefore it is necessary to guard their 
abuse. Unfortunately the biggest breakthroughs in doping prohibition came 
after athlete´s deaths (caused by doping). International Olympic 
Committee played a fundamental role in the process of doping ban.         
IOC initiated establish of the World Anti-Doping Agency in 1999.    
WADA currently provides a really efficient fight against doping in sport.  
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